Summary: We develop DiffGraph, an R package that integrates four influential differential graphical models for identifying gene network rewiring under two different conditions from gene expression data. The input and output of different models are packaged in the same format, making it convenient for users to compare different models using a wide range of datasets and carry out follow-up analysis. Furthermore, the inferred differential networks can be visualized both noninteractively and interactively. The package is useful for identifying gene network rewiring from input datasets, comparing the predictions of different methods and visualizing the results.
Introduction
Gene regulatory networks are often rewired due to conditional changes. Rewiring-based analyses are useful for revealing the mechanism of human diseases. For example, hub nodes of the differential network between two conditions may be potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets. Identifying gene network rewiring is a great challenge in bioinformatics (Tian et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) .
Several differential graphical models have been developed recently to identify gene network rewiring from gene expression data (Danaher et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017) . These graphical model-based methods have the following advantages over methods that only consider marginal associations: (i) graphical models can distinguish direct interactions from indirect associations accurately (Danaher et al., 2014) ; (ii) similarities and differences between condition specific networks can be exploited (Danaher et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2014) ; and (iii) prior information can be incorporated using a reasonable penalty function (Zhang et al., 2017) . However, these graphical models are implemented using different programming languages, require different formats of the input datasets and generate the outputs with different formats, making it inconvenient to compare the results of different studies and perform follow-up analyses.
To provide a user-friendly tool for gene network rewiring analysis, we develop the DiffGraph R package that implements four influential differential graphical models with the same format of input and output. Different methods can be compared with a wide range of datasets, and downstream analyses can be carried out conveniently. Besides Gaussian graphical models that focus on fitting normally distributed data, non-paranormal graphical models are also implemented for each model to deal with non-normal data (Liu et al., 2012; Xue et al., 2012) . In addition, the estimated differential networks can be visualized both non-interactively and interactively. The detailed usages and applications of DiffGraph with different scenarios are presented in Supplementary Material.
Implementation and main functions
Based on Gaussian graphical models and non-paranormal graphical models, the precision matrices (inverse of covariance matrices) determine the condition specific gene networks, and the difference between two condition specific precision matrices characterizes the differential network. The graphical model-based gene network inference methods include two main steps (Fig. 1) . The first step is to compute the condition specific sample covariance matrices from given data matrices using correlation-based approaches. The users can decide which type of graphical models (Gaussian graphical models or non-paranormal graphical models) is chosen to fit the data in this step. As a second step, the precision matrix difference is estimated using optimization methods. For different differential graphical models, different optimization models are employed.
The inputs of DiffGraph are data matrices corresponding to two different conditions. DiffGraph provides three approaches to estimating the sample covariance matrices from data matrices. To fit normal data using Gaussian graphical models, the covariance matrices are computed based on the Pearson correlation. To fit non-normal data using nonparanormal graphical models, rank-based correlations (e.g. Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau) are used to estimate the covariance matrices. The outputs of this step are condition specific covariance matrices, which are required for inferring the precision matrix difference.
DiffGraph contains four main differential graphical models which identify gene network rewiring by estimating the difference between two condition specific precision matrices.
• Fused graphical lasso (FGL) is based on a penalized log likelihood approach (Danaher et al., 2014) . The ' 1 penalties are applied to both condition specific precision matrices and their difference, encouraging sparsity not only in the condition specific networks but also in the differential network. Similarities between different conditions are exploited by encouraging similar edge values across conditions. • Lasso penalized D-Trace loss (Dtrace) estimates the precision matrix difference directly without estimating the condition specific precision matrices (Yuan et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2016) . A major difference of Dtrace as compared to FGL is that Dtrace only requires sparsity assumption on the differential network while FGL applies sparsity penalties to both the condition specific networks and the differential network. Dtrace also has an advantage of using much smaller sample size to achieve competitive performance.
• Perturbed-node joint graphical lasso (PNJGL) is similar to FGL (Mohan et al., 2014) . The major difference between the two models is that FGL assumes that the differences between two condition specific networks arise from individual edges, while PNJGL assumes that network differences arise from certain nodes perturbed across conditions. A row-column overlap norm penalty is applied to the precision matrix difference to identify the crucial nodes driving network rewiring.
• Prior information-induced differential network analysis (pDNA) is an extension of Dtrace to deal with the settings where gene expression measurements are collected using multiple data types (Zhang et al., 2017) . Information across different data types are integrated. Furthermore, pDNA can capture important genes that drive the changes of network in a similar manner to PNJGL.
To identify gene network rewiring, one can first choose one of the three approaches (Pearson, Spearman and Kendall) to compute the sample covariance matrices and then choose one of the four models (FGL, Dtrace, PNJGL and pDNA) to infer the precision matrix difference (Fig. 1) . DiffGraph outputs the estimated differential networks as igraph graphs. The plot.igraph function in the igraph R package can be used to draw the networks non-interactively, and the tkplot function can be used to draw the networks interactively.
Applications and conclusions
We apply the DiffGraph package to TCGA data to identify gene network rewiring between different subtypes of breast cancer and glioblastoma (Supplementary Material). Functional significance of the hub nodes in the estimated differential networks is analyzed. The results confirm that the hub nodes which drive network rewiring play important roles in characterizing molecular subtypes of cancer.
The performances of different differential graphical models depend on the relationship between the sample size and the number of genes. For a fixed number of genes, the accuracy of the estimated differential network would improve with increased sample size (Danaher et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017) . For a fixed sample size, the performance would decrease with increased number of genes. Previous studies have shown that the four differential graphical models can produce reliable results when there are hundreds (or even thousands) of genes and only dozens (or hundreds) of samples. In previous studies, the researchers often explored network rewiring in terms of pathway-based disruptions. Pathway-based approaches can reduce the number of genes needed to be considered. To use the four differential graphical models, we suggest taking a pathway-based analysis following the methods of (Tian et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017) when there are only dozens (or hundreds) of samples. 
